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One of the more striking discoveries from genome sequencing efforts is the demonstration that, based on current
knowledge of biosynthesis pathways and their organization, most soil bacteria and filamentous fungi possess the genetic
capacity to produce a multitude of different small molecules. Applications of this knowledge allow for cooperation with
industry partners. New strategies based on knowledge gained of microbial communication will be useful, for example,
for identification and production of pharmacologically active substances. Within the JSMC network, local companies
ensure a rapid biotechnological implementation of the results and insights gained. It has only recently been realized that
microorganisms are able to communicate. They start multiplying in a habitat only when they receive chemical messages
from related cells, indicating that ambient conditions are suitable. Microorganisms are generally considered to be
pathogens. This is true in particular for fungi, which constitute one major research topic in Jena. Until now little was
known about the complex molecular interactions based on signaling in microbial interactions. Before starting to infect
an organism, these germs recognize suitable host cells by means of chemical signals. Home Contact Sitemap Imprint.
Induction of such compounds likely depends on biotic or abiotic interactions. Talking Microbes PhD projects
Publications. Communication includes the function of signaling molecules as attractants or repellents.Licensed
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